Inspired by some of the company’s iconic patterns and colors, Curiosities by kate spade new york for Kravet presents exciting and playfully sophisticated designs that encourage personal style with a dash of whimsical charm. Tapping into its extensive print archive, kate spade new york chose timeless favorites to seamlessly transition from fashion accessories to the home. The collection of prints, weaves, wallpapers and trims tells a classic kate spade new york story through a sense of adventure and audacious femininity. Curiosities celebrates individuality and speaks to the kate spade new york motto: live colorfully.
The crisp, bright colors and patterns are emblematic of the company’s signature style and playful spirit. Modern animal prints and abstract patterns alongside polka dots, stripes and florals bring a fresh, graphic edge to this dynamic collection.
Front Cover: Background fabric: Owlish-911; Andante Plain Recamier D227P; Fabric: Owlish-819; Pillows from left to right: 34070-1216, 30421-6, Welt: 32223-1, Owlish-819, 34070-1121; Carpet: Crazy Crush-Pewter.